Current adaptive FEC schemes used for video streaming applicalions alter the redundancy in a hlock of message packets to adapt to varying channel conditions. However, for many popular streaming applications, both the sourcerate and the available handwidth are constrained. In this paper, we present FTC codes that can adapt in real-time to provide higher source-packets recovcry without changing the FEC block (N, K ) pair constraint. The FEC code profile is changed as function of the number of losses to facilitate an improved data recovery even under severe channel conditions (e.g., number of losses within an Npacket FEC hlock is larger than N-K). We prcsent a feedback hased adaptive FEC scheme, which can adapt in a rate-constrained manner. We also illustrate the utility of this scheme fur video streaming applications by analyzing the results of extensive video simulations and comparing our performance to adaptive Reed Solomon FEC schemes. We consider a variety of video sequences and use actual packet tracts lrom WLAN (802.1 Ib) and wired Internet environments. Comparison between the two schemes is conducted on the basis of message packet recovery, PSNR, model hased perceptual evaluation and visual subjective evaluation. It is shown that the proposed scheme can significantly improve the video quality and in particular reduce the jerkiness in the received video.
INTRODUCTION
Low-delay constraints of realtime video over unreliable networks made FEC schemes ubiquitous in many multimedia applications. Moreover, due to the time varying nature of Internet sessions, adaptive FEC schemes have heen explored in recent years (e.g., [I] ). Most of the current adaptive schemes depend on changing the redundancy in an FEC block by changing the source andlor channel-coding rate. However in many realistic scenarios the source-coding rate cannot be changed in real-time (e.g., streaming of pre-coded non-scalable video or the base-layer of a scalable stream; and in the absence of complex source transcoding operations). In addition, the FEC redundancy cannot be increased beyond a threshold due to bandwidth constraints. Given these constraints, under severe channel conditions, and in particular when the number of losses (L) in an FEC block (N, K ) is greater than the maximum allowable redundancy (N-K), the popular Reed-Solomon (RS) erasure recovery codes cannot recover any lost message packets. This highlights the need for adaptive erasure codes that can recover lost message packets while mainraining the FEC block (N, K ) parameters.
In this paper, we develop adaptive FEC schemes that could change the FEC code prufile' without changing its rilte (KIN) and block-length (N). Our approach is based on "partial recovery codes", known as Partial Reed Solomon Codes (PRS) [ 2 ] , 131, [4] that have been introduced recently. Hence, in section 2.A we give a brict' introduction to PRS codes. These codes were first presented and analyzed for Binary Erasure Channels (BEC) in [2I and there utility for video streaming over BEC was discussed in [3] . However, the utility and design of these codes for adaptive FEC schemes with feedlmck for actual channels with niemorj is as yet unrxplored. Thus in scctiiin 2.8 wc identify good partial recovery codes, which we employ to design our rate constrained adaptive F t C scheme. In Section 3 we present the feedback setup for the adaptive FEC schemes and present the proposed PRS based rate-constrained adaptive FEC. In Section 4 we compare the packet recovery capability of the RS and PRS based adaptive FEC schemes for actual channel traces [SI, [6] . In Section S we compare the performance in terms of video quality. It is shown that the PRS based adaptive FEC significantly improves the perceived video quality and in particular reduces the jerkiness or the unnatural motion in a picture sequence. Finally in Section 6 we summarize our conclusions. in terms of PSNR video) could be enhanced further when combined with a prioritized scheme. In this paper, we do not incorporate any prioritized scheme with our adaptive PRS-based FEC codes, and yet we achieve significant improvements over adaptive RS codes. If the number of erasures in a given codeword is equal to L then the average message throughput for is denoted by
PARTIAL REED SOLOMON CODES
given L due to the subcode i can be expressed by the following equation:
Here T3 represents the total number of message packets transmitted, T, represents the message packets received from subcode i when there is no decoding failure and T? represents the message packets received on account of a decoding failure in subcode i. In the next section we will present the feedback setup for our adaptive FEC scheme where the code profile is changed based on the number of packet drops. Thus we will identify a set of PRS codes that maximizes T ,~( L ) . W e will use this set for the PRS based adaptive FEC scheme.
To identify good partial recovery codes, we consider the performance of a set of semi-regular PRS codes with N=160 and K=128. In this set, Vorder s PRS code, V i e [I,$] , both Ni and Ki are maintained constant. Thus all the partitions, except for the unprotected part, contain equal numbers of message and redundancy packets. Figure   2 exhibits the performance of PRS codes from this set for M O (which in this example is equivalent to 32 message packets being dropped). As the number of erasures is greater than the redundancy, an RS code cannot recover any of the dropped packets. However, it can be seen that all PRS codes provide partial recovery of information. The degree of information recovery is a function of the code profile. It was shown in [2] that the optimal PRS code for a BEC is a PRS-I code. Figure 2 depicts that even for the case where the number of losses are known, the best information recovery is offered by a PRS-I code.
Extensive simulations have failed to provide a counter example. However, further analysis from a coding theory perspective is outside the scope of this paper. Thus, in this paper we focus our analysis and design to PRS-I codes, which are, in turn, employcd for partial recovery in rateconstrained adaptive environments.
FEEDBACK AND CODE ADAFTION
An example of a reactive feedback system is shown in figure 3 , where the redundancy is designed as a function of the number of losses. When the number of losses is less than the maximum allowable redundancy, the behavior and performance of the RS and PRS based adaptive schemes is exactly identical. As RS codes suffer from a loss threshold. thus an incorrect estimate of the number of losses can severely hamper the performance of RS based adaptive schemes. Hence in order to provide an advantage to adaptive RS codes, we make two assumptions. First, the number of losses ( L ) does not change abruptly. and hence, the loss estimate provided by the feedback system is accurate. Further, two (virtually separate) channels are used: one for the message packets and the other for the parity packets. Losses are encountered in the message channel but not in the parity channel. If the number of message losses is greater than the maximum allowable redundancy an adaptive RS code cannot recover any information (given the maximum (N, K ) constraint). However, PRS based scheme maintains the rate constraint and changes the code profile by altering the size of the unprotected data segment as a function of the losses. This facilitates a partial recovery of information and as shall be shown in the subsequent sections. is responsible for maintaining video quality under severe and bursty channel conditions. . .
perceived as a primary artifact by all viewers, 50% = perceived as a secondary artifact, 0% = anifact not perceived 6. CONCLUSION I n this paper we presented a mechanism t o adapt a code without changing its block-length or coding rate. Such codes can be utilized to design rate constrained adaptive FEC schemes. I t was shown that these rate constrained adaptive schemes can significantly improve the packet recovery capability. With the help of extensive video simulations over varied number of realistic channel scenarios it was shown that PRS based schemes do indeed significantly improve the end-receiver video quality during poor channel conditions.
